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TIM WILMOT - ARTIST  Hello.  I am Tim Wilmot, based in Bristol, UK, and I only paint in 
the watercolour medium. I've painted on and off all my life.  I love  watercolour.   I  love 
the spontaneity of  watercolour and the speed at which you can work, often being able to 
complete a painting in under 2 hours.  Also the freshness you can get with watercolour, 
the attempt to make one brush stroke work just right and it communicates exactly what I 
want. 
 
I have painted more actively since about 2009 and try and do 

about 3-4 paintings a week.  As regards subjects to paint, I love doing landscapes 
and seascapes.  Pretty much a scene anywhere in the world as long as there is some 
strong light.  Watercolour loves strong light, areas of high contrast, and warm tones 
up against cool tones.  And 'contre jour' as they say - painting into the sun.  I try to 
get out and about as much as I can to paint, but most of the time I'm indoors (well 
when you're in the UK you don't always have predictable weather), in my studio 
and painting from a photo.  

 
I am also an artist member of the Bristol 
1904 Arts Society.  Since 1894, a group 
of Bristol artists had been meeting on a 
Wednesday evening to paint together  
informally and in 1904 they decided to 
formalise the group and called the        
society Bristol Savages. Members would 
paint to a subject set by a Chairman for the evening and soon            
afterwards, as well as artists, friends who could entertain and friends 
who enjoyed the arts and good fellowship were invited to join, just as 
today.  Bristol Savages has now been renamed Bristol 1904 Arts     
Society. 

 
MORE INFORMATION 

So, on Saturday, November 6, 2020 from 10-12 am, Tim will present a 2 hour live zoom watercolor workshop 
for LWAA and friends. He will complete a full watercolor painting with participants and we can send him local  
photos for the project. Attendees can ask questions during the presentation and after the presentation you will 
receive a recording of the demo for your own use. Attendees can paint along.  After the event, within 7 days,  
attendees can send a photo of their completed painting and he will compile a short video with a critique. 

HOW TO ENROLL 
All of this for $15 if you live in Laguna Woods and are a member of the LWAA.  If you are a friend of the Art 
Association, your cost is $20.  If you are interested, please make a check to LWAA and send your check to Ellen 
Zimet, 437 Avenida Sevilla, Unit C—Laguna Woods, CA. 92637.  PLEASE include a note in your envelope 
with your clearly written email and phone number.  This should be fun.  For more info about Tim—his     
website is timwilmont.com. 

NEW ZOOM WORKSHOP— 

Tim Wilmot  - International Artist will present a zoom  workshop for 

LWAA on Saturday, November 6, 2021 from  10:00—12:00 am pst. 


